Red Tac Gear
Over the last year we have been using a handful of great products from Red Tac gear.
These products have made a huge difference in our ability to quickly access and store our
gear while we are shooting in a variety of tactical matches. The Red Tac line of gear has
been nothing less then superb. The quality of work and durability has been flawless and
rugged. The gear comes in olive drab, tan, black and a variety of popular camouflage
patterns. We highly recommend that you take a look and use the products from Red Tac
gear.
Rear bag- The first piece of gear I had ever used was the rear bag. After many years of
making my own rear bags of various materials and fillings, I haven’t been able to find
any other bag that was made exactly how I wanted it and that has lasted as long as the
Red Tac bag. My current bag has been used are more then any of the bags I have made
and it still looks like it’s brand new. The redman bag can be hooked over the front of
your bipod legs as well and used as a front rest if need be. The size of the rear bag is
ideal for the operational sniper; it is not made overly large like a lot of bags that are being
sold. The size of this bag allows you to hook it to your vest, tuck it in a pocket or place it
in a pouch on your gear where others are just to large to do any of the above.

Tactical Bible Case- The TBC’S are made for Red Tac by ESSTAC to Stu’s specs. At
first glance you may think that the TBC is just like the rest of the data book covers out
there. When you open it up you will soon be surprised to see that this isn’t any ordinary
data book cover. The TBC has multiple pockets on both sides of the case to allow you to
place a variety of sniper related tools that need to be taken to the field. No need to worry
where your calculator, pad of paper, pens, pencils stencils and mildot master because they
can easily be placed inside your TBC so they are readily accessible. On the front of the
TBC you will find a piece of Velcro so that you can attach a name tape or unit patch to
personalize it.
Ammo Cards- One of my most favorite pieces of gear. I can’t tell you how many times
I have needed a product like this or been asked by operational snipers of where do you
put all your ammo. The days of lugging around cardboard boxes which are not easily
accessible and get wet and ripped up are over. These data cards come in a variety of
sizes. I currently use the 20 round cards and find that they allow me to carry the right
amount of ammo with as little cards as possible. The ammo cards can be bought in 8 or
10 round configurations as well. The cards can also be made with Velcro on the back of
them so that you can place them on your weapon or on your tactical vest for easy access.
These cards can be hung from a belt, hooked on your vest or a pack and placed inside a
variety of pouches. They can be easily removed from a pouch by the para cord loops that
are on them. The ammo cards when empty can be easily stowed away in a pocket, pack
or pouch or simply hung by a D-ring from anywhere you would like.

GP Laser Range Finder Case- These cases are made for Red Tac by ESSTAC to Stu’s
specs. The case’s can be attached to any molle type system or vest or you can feed it
onto a belt and wear it on your hip. The case has an easy to close velcro closure and a
quick release snap to completely lock your LRF in place. These covers are not a padded
case and are simply a general purpose pouch to carry your L.R.F rather then putting them
in your ruck.

GP Kestrel Pouch- These cases are made for Red Tac by ESSTAC to Stu’s specs. The
Kestrol pouch once again can be easily attached to any molle type system or vest or you
can feed it onto a belt and wear it on your hip. The case has an easy to close velcro
closure and a quick release snap to completely lock your wind meter in place. These
covers are not a padded case and are simply a general purpose pouch to carry your
Kestrel rather then putting them in your ruck.

If you have a need for a specific piece of gear Red Tac gear can take that idea and help
you make that idea into reality and get you that piece of gear to help accomplish your
mission.

